FRANCE:
Two columns of General Patton’s Third Army are within 15 miles of the fortress of Metz; South of the city one column was reported 3/4 of a mile from the outskirts and another column coming in from the northwest is a little more than a mile from the city. The Germans counterattacked at the western approaches to Metz yesterday and the Americans were forced to give up one of the forts about 4 miles due west of Metz. The German radio admitted today that Third Army troops had made “deep penetrations” in the Metz area. South of this sector the American Seventh Army were pressing the Germans all along the Vosges front yesterday and the French First Army has pushed up to five miles in the drive towards the Belmort gap.

The new British drive on the right flank of the Nijemegen salient is going well. A heavy frost last night helped to freeze the ground allowing armor to operate and some of the British spearheads have made up to seven miles since the start of the offensive. British forces are astride the main road running through the city town of Rosmond into the heart of the Rhine Valley. When last reported, the British were within four miles of Rosmond. South of Rosmond a British column is less than a mile from the Maas river. Behind the advance, the British have linked up all of their bridgeheads over the first canals encountered. The Germans are still not contesting the Allied advance in great force but are leaving small groups of rear guards behind to fight delaying actions.

Raf bomber command mosquitos last night dropped in on Berlin with 4000 pound bombs. Three of the bombers are missing. The Germans today reported Allied bombers over western Germany and Bavaria.

RUSSIA:
Russian correspondents said today that masses of Russian tanks and infantry supported by large numbers of big guns have broken through the German defenses on the Hungarian plain east of Budapest and that the racing red columns were last reported to be within 10 miles east of the Budapest suburbs. The Germans today were speaking of masses of Russian tanks and infantry gathering in the southern suburbs of Budapest and also of strong formations of Russian planes covering tank formations moving in on Budapest from the east. Other Russian forces are striking out to the north of Budapest to cut German communication lines running into Czechoslovakia and Austria.

ENGLAND:
For the first time in several days there were no reports of flying bombs over England during the night. The Stockholm radio reported today that a number of German agents have been told to leave Sweden immediately.

ITALY:
The temperamental weather in Italy has turned bad again. The British Eighth Army has made more progress north and west of Forli and British forces have reached the Montone river on a broad front. British troops are already across the Montone at several places.

PACIFIC:
General MacArthur’s forces on Leyte Island have started a double drive on Ormoc and have taken the enemy defenses from the rear. The Yanks have practically cut the main road leading from the north to Ormoc. An American amphibious force has landed on a small Jap-held island 145 miles northwest of Ormoc Island off the coast of northern Dutch New Guinea. The landing was opposed by a small force and now the Americans have driven deep inland. This island has radio warning stations that have been warning the Philippines group whenever American planes flew in that direction.

CONTINUED
PACIFIC CONTINUED:

IN NORTHWESTERN BURMA, THE FIFTH INDIAN DIVISION HAS TEAMED UP WITH EAST AFRICAN FORCES TO TAKE THE JAP SUPPLY BASE OF KALEMYO. KALEMYO GUARDS THE APPROACHES TO THE CHIWIN RIVER 16 MILES AWAY. CHINESE TROOPS HAVE ALMOST COMPLETELY ENCIRCLED THE JAPANESE FORWARD BASE OF BHAMO.

IT WAS ANNOUNCED LAST SATURDAY THAT BRITISH SUBMARINES OPERATING IN FAR EASTERN WATERS HAVE SUNK ANOTHER 45 JAP SHIPS. SINCE THEN, THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY HAS MADE ANOTHER ANNOUNCEMENT STATING THAT ANOTHER 23 SUPPLY SHIPS HAD BEEN SUNK.